NIGHTHAWK ™
LED HEADLAMPS

WITH EXCLUSIVE EDGEVIEW™ TECHNOLOGY
LIGHT THE WAY WHILE YOU LEAD.

“

You lead the way. The all-new NIGHTHAWK™ LED headlamps with
EdgeView™ Technology are there to help you light it. Designed with
solid optics and exclusive EdgeView Technology, the NIGHTHAWK LED
headlamps provide a full 180 degrees of light visibility, from edge to
edge, for the best all-around view of the plow’s operating environment.
And the intuitive heating system helps to prevent ice bridging, keeping
the road in-view, no matter how cold it gets.

MORE JOBS. DONE FASTER.

SEE WHAT YOU’VE BEEN MISSING
ALL-NEW NIGHTHAWK™ LED HEADLAMPS
WITH EDGEVIEW™ TECHNOLOGY

100% LED PERFORMANCE
The WESTERN® NIGHTHAWK™ LED headlamps feature an ultra-bright,
ultra-wide LED light pattern that provides up to 2X the light output of
halogen bulbs for maximum visibility.

SOLID OPTICS
Enhanced solid optic elements for both the low beams and high beams
place light exactly where it needs to be, instead of relying on reflectors to
aim the light as with many other halogen and LED lamps.

INTUITIVE HEATING SYSTEM
An intuitive heating system senses the temperature on the lens and
automatically turns the heating elements on when necessary.

ENGINEERED AND TESTED FOR DURABILITY
Able to withstand extreme temperatures, vibration, impact, water
submersion, corrosion and shock.

ADVANCED LENS DESIGN
The sloped lens is specially designed without a bezel to ensure the lenses
remain clean and free from ice buildup.

EXCLUSIVE EDGEVIEW™ TECHNOLOGY

The EdgeView™ design features a dedicated lens and LED bulb that
directs light through the outer edge of each headlamp. This provides a full
180 degrees of light visibility, illuminating the plow from edge to edge, for
the best all-around view of the plow’s operating environment.
200 yards
(2 football fields)

350 yards
(3.5 football fields)

SUPERIOR VISIBILITY
The NIGHTHAWK™ LED headlamps provide a flat, even,
ultra-wide, ultra-bright LED light pattern for superior
visibility while also helping to reduce eye fatigue.
When in high beam mode, see further down the road
and experience a best-in-class view of upcoming
hazards and the plowing environment.

Low Beam
with EdgeView
Technology

87 yards

High Beam
with EdgeView
Technology

87 yards

MORE JOBS. DONE FASTER.

2 WINTER WARRANTY

Western Products reserves the right under its product improvement policy to change construction or design details and furnish equipment when so altered without reference to illustrations or specifications used. Western Products or the vehicle manufacturer
may require or recommend optional equipment for snow removal. Do not exceed vehicle ratings with a snowplow. Western Products offers a limited warranty for all snowplows and accessories. See separately printed page for this important information. The
following are registered (®) or unregistered (™) trademarks of Douglas Dynamics, LLC: EdgeView™, NIGHTHAWK™, PRO PLUS®, UltraMount® 2, WESTERN®

A DIVISION OF DOUGLAS DYNAMICS, LLC

Patent Pending
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